Slide Rails
Load Rating: 51N ~ 147N/2 pcs.
-Aluminum, Light Load-

Features:
The rails are made of aluminum alloy.

Light Load, Two-Step
Telescopic Slide Rails

SAR2 (compact Type)

Features:
The rails are herel made of aluminum alloy.

Light Load, Two-Step
Telescopic Slide Rails

SAR2

Features:
The rails are stainless chrome coated steel.

Light Load, Two-Step
Telescopic Slide Rails

S307

Part Number
Rail Length Stroke A B C D E F

Material: Steel
Surface Treatment: Bright Chromate (Trivalent Chromium)

-Steel, Light Load, Medium Load, Two-Step-

Part Number
Rail Length Stroke A B C D E F

Material: Steel
Surface Treatment: Bright Chromate (Trivalent Chromium)